Practical Information
How to get TO DRESDEN AND TO ZENTRALWERK?
…By plane:
From Dresden Airport (DRS):
From Dresden Airport please take the local train (S-Bahn) number 2 to DresdenNeustadt (direction: Dresden Hauptbahnhof). Trains run every thirty minutes and you
reach Dresden-Neustadt after 12 minutes. From there continue with the S-Bahn S1
direction Meißen-Triebischtal to the stop Dresden-Pieschen (2 Stops, 4 Minutes) or by
tram no. 3 to “Zeithainer Straße” (direction “Wilder Mann”). After the exit, cross the
trafRic light and continue along the Heidestraße. The entrance is at the end of the street
to the left around the corner in Riesaer Straße 32. Otherwise, by taxi (about 13 euros)
you can reach us from the airport in about 20 minutes.
From Berlin Tegel Airport (TXL) and from Berlin Schönefeld Airport (SXF):
You can reach Dresden by several bus companies, e.g. RegioJet or FlixBus.
From Prague Airport
You can reach Dresden central station directly from Prague Airport by the bus
company RegioJet. From Dresden Hauptbahnhof continue with the S-Bahn S1 direction
Meißen-Triebischtal to the stop Dresden-Pieschen (2 Stops, 4 Minutes) or by tram no. 3
to “Zeithainer Straße” (direction “Wilder Mann”). After the exit, cross the trafRic light
and continue along the Heidestraße. The entrance is at the end of the street to the left
around the corner in Riesaer Straße 32.

… by train:
The German railway network links Dresden with all major German and European
destinations. For further information and connections please visit the homepage of
Deutsche Bahn AG (German Railways).

Long-distance trains to and from Dresden arrive at and depart from the stations
»Dresden-Hauptbahnhof« (main station) and »Dresden-Neustadt«, and in many cases
serve both.
From both stations continue with the S-Bahn S1 direction Meißen-Triebischtal to the
stop Dresden-Pieschen (2 Stops, 4 Minutes) or by tram no. 3 to “Zeithainer
Straße” (direction “Wilder Mann”). After the exit, cross the trafRic light and continue
along the Heidestraße. The entrance is at the end of the street to the left around the
corner in Riesaer Straße 32.
You can Rind Public Transport schedules here

… by car:(Click here for the route)
coming from the A4
Leave the A4 motorway at the junction Dresden-Wilder Mann. From there, drive
towards Dresden City Center (“Zentrum”) following the Großenhainer Straße until
EDEKA supermarket. There turn right into Heidestraße. At the end of Heidestraße
(corner of Riesaer Strasse) the Zentralwerk is on the left. The entrance is on the left
around the corner in Riesaer Strasse 32. Parking is available on parking lot of the
“Mälzerei” opposite, in the parking lot of EDEKA, on Heidestraße or on Riesaer Straße.
within the city:
Coming from the city center (Old Town side), cross the Elbe towards the airport. Drive
in the direction of the station Dresden-Neustadt onto the Hansastraße (B 170) and at
the second trafRic light turn left into the Großenhainer Straße in the direction of the
district Pieschen. Drive along the Großenhainer Straße and turn left in the
Heidestrasse after the trafRic lights. The entrance is at the end of the street to the left
around the corner in Riesaer Strasse 32. Parking is available on parking lot of the
“Mälzerei” opposite, in the parking lot of EDEKA, on Heidestraße or on Riesaer Straße.

